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Detail from Ponty Pool in the County of Monmouthshire, The Seat of Capel Hanbury Esqr,1753, shows the enclosed gardens stretching from the terrace down to the river. Image courtesy of Jack Hanbury-Tenison.

Ironworks in the Park: How ironworks shaped the early design of Pontypool Park
Dianne Long

Pontypool Park, locally known as the People’s Park, exthat he saw elsewhere during his stay. This suggests that
tends over 64 hectares with a number of historic features
he considered that industry in the park setting harmoincluding the Italian Gardens, an unusual double icenized with the native beauties of the scenery, whereas the
house and a shell grotto, which were restored with supformal garden layout of the last age was unfashionable.
port from the Heritage Lottery Fund and Torfaen County
The Hanbury association with the area can be traced
Borough Council in 2018.
back to the sixteenth century when Richard Hanbury
Pontypool was one of the sites visited during the WHGT
(1535-1608) leased nearly 1000 acres of land rich in coal
30th anniversary study weekend on Gardens and Indusand iron deposits from Lord Pembroke. Later, Capel Hantry in South Wales, hosted by the Monmouth and Gwent
bury (1625-1704) leased a parcel of land called
branch in May 2019 and led by Dianne Long who has
Pontypool, together with the forge and thereupon built;
researched its early history.
This was probably the Town Forge just upstream of the
Afon Lwyd from the current northern entrance to the park.
In 1799 Archdeacon William Coxe stayed with the HanThis was purchased by Major John Hanbury (1664-1734),
burys at Pontypool Park for a week and noted that the
the first of the family to live in Pontypool. He built a house
house and the gardens were to be improved. He wrote
in 1681 followed by the park wall c.1698 when he introSpecimens of false taste will soon be removed, a lawn of
duced a herd of fallow deer. A warren, commonly found
verdure will gradually slope from the house to the torrent
within the park, may also have been established as in
and harmonize with the native beauties of the scenery.
1751 Capel Hanbury was transplanting all his rabbits as
This referred to the eleven acres of formal gardens about
they have eat up all my grass – they are damned creathe house that had existed for around a century. Coxe
tures.
does not mention the industry in the park in full view of
A survey of 1719 listed the Capital messuage, Barn,
the terrace and lawn, although he mentions iron works
charity registration no. 1023293
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Plan of the Seat and Park of the Honble
Capel Hanbury ESQ. with inset South
Prospect by M. Jones 1752. The house
is on the left with the formal canal below
and the gardens stretching towards the
river. Image courtesy of Jack HanburyTenison.

Stables, Courts, Yards, Bowling Green, Gardens, Orchards, and other appurtenances. Major John and his
wife Bridget probably laid out the design depicted in the
mid-eighteenth century views. Married in 1703, they were
no ordinary couple having probably first met through their
respective friendships with the Duke and Duchess of
Marlborough. Major John’s first wife, Albinia Selwyn, was
the sister to an aide de camp to the Duke and Bridget
Ayscough was a friend of the Duchess.
Bridget and her sister were the daughters of Sir Edward
Ayscough of Stallingborough, Lincolnshire. They were
brought up at Thornton College (Abbey), Lincolnshire,
by their maternal grandmother, Lady Anne Skinner née
Wentworth, niece of the 1st Earl of Strafford and sister
of the 3rd Earl who inherited Wentworth Woodhouse in
Yorkshire. Major John and Bridget therefore knew Blenheim as the palace and grounds were being developed
by Sir John Vanbrugh and Henry Wise, and also visited
Wentworth Woodhouse with its formal geometric gardens
to the west of the house including its bowling green with
four obelisks.
After a visit in 1732 Major John wrote to Lord Strafford
...yet I have not left Wentworth Castle - for often in my
mind's eye I view all thos [sic] painted scenes again
which I saw from the Gallery and quite round ye Castle,
the Groves, Cornfield, Meadows and Streams made the
finest variety of prospect I ever saw or ever shall see till I
come agen.... I dined with Ld Carlisle ... - Castle Howard
is a lovely seat.
These examples undoubtedly influenced Major John and
Bridget's interest in the landscape and the gardens they
created at Pontypool House, which endured for at least a
century, remarkable for a period when there were considerable changes in landscape design.
A japanned painting (opposite page) and two plans in the
2 patron: hrh the prince of wales

1750s and 1760s detail this landscape at a time when the Pontypool
ironworks were more productive
than any other in Wales and highly
regarded throughout Europe. This
was also when the house was
altered and extended to the west,
but there is no intimation of any
major development in the park; so
it can be assumed that these views
depict the design laid out by Major
John and Bridget.
Three industrial activities, forging,
rolling and slitting, are depicted
on the two plans. The first forge (the site of the current
leisure centre) had three finery hearths that consumed 30
horse loads of coal a week plus the ironstone. A second
forge a little farther downstream, also of three hearths,
turned the iron into iron bars for rolling or slitting.
In 1753 a Swedish industrial spy, Reinhold Rücker Angerstein, visited the cutting mill (or slitting mill) by the river
where they used to cut nail rods, which are consumed
in the district and three rolling mills, two tinplate and one
for large black sheets or plate with a furnace for heating
the sheets and a double workshop for tinning. These mills
were sited in a combe west of the forge. Major John introduced the rolling of tin plate in the 1690’s, producing thin
plates of uniform thickness, unequalled by any other for
many years. Hitherto the only way to make flat sheet was
to hammer the tin. The black sheets were used for japanning, a decorative process imitating Asian lacquerwork,
developed by Thomas and Edward Allgood.
The integration of the industrial and the ornamental was
an important aspect of the experience of Pontypool Park.
Water was a prominent feature in the aesthetic appeal
and crucial to power the ironworks.
The ironworks were not powered by the Avon Lwyd,
which runs along the western boundary of the park, but
by the Nant-y-Gollen, a stream that rose to the north-east
which supplied the reservoirs, some of which formed the
ornamental water in the view from the house and gardens.
A small circular pool, referred to as the deer pond is not
shown in the 1752 or the 1753 views, but is seen in the
japanned picture of 1763 and the 1882 Ordnance Survey
map which identifies it as a reservoir. This was possibly
the first reservoir in this part of the park, linked by an
underground culvert to two narrow rectangular canals
interposed between the lawn/bowling green and the more
informal parkland. The canals reinforced the formality of
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Above: South View detail of Pontypool House, c.1765,
Japanned painting shows a woman sweeping a bowling green;
the sundial is extreme bottom left; the circular deer pond is to
the right; the upper garden on the hill behind the stables was
planted with flowering shrubs. Image courtesy of Jack HanburyTenison.
Right: Water wheel at Pontypool, R R Angerstein, 1753, Angerstein’s Illustrated Travel Diary, 1753-1755: Industry in England
and Wales from a Swedish Perspective, Journey 5d.
Image courtesy of the Science Museum / Science and Society
Picture Library.

the gardens, continuing the horizontal axis of the house
and terrace. They fed a pool in the park, which in turn
connected with a large reservoir supplying the forge.
Richard Hanbury Tenison recorded a story dating to
1798 of Thomas Stoughton (married to John Hanbury’s
widow Jane) who would occasionally tease his stepson
Capel Hanbury Leigh (who was managing the forge), by
turning off the water supply to the forge from a pond by
Pontypool House. This has sometimes been thought to
be the deer pond, but it may have been The Pond in the
Little Park or The Great Pond, or even the canals.
In the combe, through which the Nant-y-Gollen flows to
join the Afon Lwyd, was another tear-drop shaped reservoir adjacent to industrial buildings, probably the rolling
mills. A row of ancient sweet chestnuts survives there
today, showing the distinctive growth of heavy pollarding
to provide fuel for the forge, serving a dual purpose of
beauty and profit.
The outflow from the mills divided into two, part joining
the outflow from the forge and the other forming a
spur to a reservoir to the south near the park gates.
There were no works in the immediate vicinity but there
were ironworks at Pontymoile. This long reservoir was
alongside the drive from the gates at Pontymoile and a
tree seat on the bank overlooking the water indicates its
ornamental aesthetic.
Angerstein visited on 27 June 1753 and gave a detailed
description of the works. One of his sketches, Water
patron: hrh the prince of wales

wheel at Pontypool, (above) shows a raised reservoir
with a small complex of adjoining buildings and a straight
avenue of trees stretching beyond. This does not directly
correlate with either of the 1752 or 1753 plans but may
describe the works by the teardrop pool rather than those
in view of the house and gardens. (Artistic license may of
course be at play in all the views.)
No weirs or cascades are shown on the plans but the
change in levels may have created gentle cascades between the canals, little pond and great pond by the forge
and from the reservoir in the combe from which there
was a steep fall to the river and the southern reservoir.
The sound of water would have enhanced the landscape
experience, perhaps masking industrial noise although
this may not have been as offensive to contemporaries as
it is to modern sensibilities.
Cascade features may have occurred elsewhere. It is not
known whether the two reservoirs higher in the park were
created as part of the original water system or developed
later to service increased production. What is certain is
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Left: The Folly Tower at Pontypool, watercolour, early C19. Image courtesy of Jack Hanbury-Tenison.
Right: View of Ponty Pool House by the Rev J Gardner 1793.

that every effort was taken to ensure continuity of
water supply to the ironworks. The long dam for the larger
spring-fed reservoir follows the contours of the steep
sided hill and is also the carriage drive from the house
up to the Gothic castellated prospect tower, known as
Pontypool Folly on the ridge east of the park. This was
originally built by John Hanbury (1744-84) in 1766/7 as
an eye-catcher and remodelled c1830 with round-headed windows. Using the top of a dam for a carriage drive
was a common device in the eighteenth century adopted
by Capability Brown and other designers. At Pontypool it
provided a terrace from which to enjoy expansive views
to the south and may have evoked the sublime, as the
overflow from the reservoir discharged into the Nant-yGollen some distance below.
The forge was demolished in 1827 together with removal
of all the water stretching from the house into the park.
A new landscape project absorbed this site in the midnineteenth century, with the development of the American
Gardens with new plants from the Americas. This became
a destination for picnics with the added attraction of the
picturesque puddingstone cottage orné beside the high
rustic bridge over the Nant-y-Gollen en route to the tower.
Planting trees was important for every eighteenth century
landowner. Mostly these were broadleaf species perhaps
with Scots Pine, but in the late 1740s Capel Hanbury
created new cedar plantations, probably Thuja plicata
or occidentalis, which at the time were often referred to
as cedars or Arbor vitae. He was particularly concerned
about their survival in the exceptionally dry summer of
1750. Black Plantation is marked alongside the Nant-yGollen on the 1882 OS map. Avenues following the contours of the hilly site are evident in the eighteenth century
views and might have been ridings.
Formality was reserved for the area around the house:
from its east front stretched the lawn or bowling green
bounded to the north by a tall hedge screening it from
the drive to the stables and separated from the park by
a paling or iron railed fence possibly indicating a change
in level, maybe a ha-ha. In front of the house were pots
of flowering plants echoing those of the shrubbery on the
hill to the north.
4 patron: hrh the prince of wales

A sundial was positioned at the corner of the lawn near
the house. By the mid 1700s sundials were superfluous,
as their role was taken by increasingly improved mechanical clocks and watches, but they were symbolic of
the transience of time and of mortality. They also had a
scientific connection which perhaps made it particularly
appropriate for the garden of someone who was at the
cutting edge of industrial production. A sundial appears
on the 1882 OS map near the lodge at the entrance to
the American Gardens - perhaps this is the same one
relocated.
Below the lawn to the south were the two rectangular canals. A series of walled or hedged enclosures of kitchen
garden and orchard stretched between the terrace along
the south front of the house to the Afon Lwyd. In the
lower garden a pergola graced a central path and an ornamental screen led to the canals. Neat beds contained
a wide variety of plants and espaliers were trained on all
south facing walls. A small pool in the southeast corner
supplied the gardens’ needs.
There was no attempt made to hide the industry in direct
view from the south front of the house, the terrace, lawn
and walk around the canals. The fire and smoke of the
forge, carts of raw materials and finished goods would
have animated the view of which even Humphry Repton
might have approved. There was pride in industrial endeavour, the contribution it made to the national project
of improvement and the employment it provided for the
poor.
Although the Gardner view in 1793 suggests that the
canals had already been filled in by that date, the forge
and possibly other water features were not removed until
1827, but by1836 there was no trace of the industry in
the main part of the park or of the gardens; the kitchen
garden had moved to the hill to the north and the house
was now surrounded solely by grass, perhaps again a little out of kilter with garden fashion of the early nineteenth
century; there were no vestiges of reservoirs or canals
apart from the deer pond and, farther out in the park,
the tear-drop reservoir, which remained on the Nant-yGollen. What had once been a complex landscape, inte-
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Above left: Restoring the reservoir alongside the
drive in the American Gardens.
Above right: The 400 year old Chestnut of
Pontypool, crowned 2019 Welsh Tree of the
Year.
Below: Puddingstone cottage orné in the
American Gardens.

grating the industrial with the ornamental, could be seen
no more. Only the small reservoir upstream of the Nanty-Gollen and the one in the American Gardens remain
today, together with the two small boating pools made in
the twentieth century from the tear-drop reservoir.
Today Pontypool Park house is a school, the new stables
built in 1835 house the Torfaen Museum, and 158 acres
form a busy public park.

A new phase in the history of Pontypool Park is in progress as Jack Hanbury-Tenison and a band of volunteers
have been engaged in extensive restoration of the American Gardens, including the large hillside reservoir.
This article has considered only a small aspect of the history of this landscape. Much still remains to be
discovered.

Pontymoile Gates
The Grade II* Pontymoile Gates at the
entrance to the park are a monument to the
iron industry in Pontypool. The gates are
known as the Sally gates as they were commissioned and gifted to the Hanbury family
by their friend Sarah, Duchess of Marlborough (Sally) for the gates to Pontypool Park
House, originally sited by a small lodge
which was demolished in the 1950s.
Originally constructed in the 1720s, the
gates were reconstructed with new posts
and side gates in 1835 by Thomas Deakin,
a local engineer. The gates have recently
been restored and painted in what was
discovered to be their original colour.
patron: hrh the prince of wales
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How Green is my Valley - Gardens and Industry in South Wales
After an excellent introduction to
the weekend by Peter Wakelin and
Dianne Long our tours began with
a visit to Blaenavon World Heritage
site. The ironmasters of south Wales
were pioneers of the greatest ironproducing region in the world. Blaenavon is the best preserved blast
furnace complex of its period. It was
founded by three Midlands businessmen Thomas Hill (1736-1824),
and his partners, Thomas Hopkins
(d.1793) and Benjamin Pratt (17421794) who leased land from Lord
Abergavenny in 1787 and constructed the ironworks. Unlike the
earlier Pontypool works which used
coal and charcoal, Blaenavon relied
on coal and steam power. This was
the first designed multi-furnace site
with three furnaces, calcining kilns,
cottages, and a company shop. Its products, iron rails,
were exported all over the world. By 1800 Blaenavon was
second only to the Cyfarthfa Ironworks in Merthyr Tydfil.
We also visited Adam Greenland at Blaenavon’s
Ty Mawr, formerly known as The Beeches nursing
home. This three storey property once belonged to
the Blaenavon ironmaster Samuel Hopkins who built it
between 1798 -1800. The Grade II listed building was set
on fire in 2016 following a scandal involving fraud at the
nursing home. Adam has undertaken to restore both the
house and garden. The perimeter walls have ironstone
copings and there is a sunken garden below the terrace
surrounding the house.
Fine iron embellishment can also be seen in St. Peter’s
Church, built in 1804 built by Hopkins and Thomas Hill,
at their own expense, for the needs of the iron workers.

Members meetring on the terrace at Cyfarthfa Castle

Five tombs, with cast-iron lids, include the final resting
places of the ironmasters Samuel Hopkins and Thomas
Hill II.
Our tour of Cyfarthfa Castle took us to the largest and
grandest ironmaster's house in Merthyr Tydfil. This is
one of the most notable surviving industrialist's houses in
Wales, overlooking the Cyfarthfa Ironworks. The Cyfarthfa
Works changed the landscape by filling in valleys,
requiring trams and canal systems for coal and iron. At
the beginning of the 19th century these were the largest
ironworks in the world. They brought great wealth to its
owners, the Crawshays. Admiral Nelson is said to have
favoured Cyfarthfa iron for his cannon - paying a personal
visit to the works in 1802. Crawshay soon adopted a pile
of cannonballs as the company's emblem.

Blaenavon iron works

6 patron: hrh the prince of wales
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Cyfarthfa Castle lies within 64ha of grounds, landscaped by the Crawshay family to include woodlands and a large lake. This grand house and its
parkland setting also shows how meeting the needs
of the ironworks led to a designed landscape with
a sequence of balance ponds feeding the large
ornamental lake below the castle terrace. This was
a necessary reservoir feeding the Cyfarthfa leat that
crosses the Taff at Pont-y-Cafnau, the oldest surviving example of a cast iron railway (tramway) bridge
and aqueduct, which powered a 50-foot cast iron
water wheel, known as Aeolus, at the works on the
other side of the valley.
Today new garden projects are housed in the Cyfarthfa greenhouses, a large new complex on the site
of the old Victorian glasshouses which provided for
the Crawshays, and provided a huge production of
pineapples.
On Saturday evening we were delighted that Dafydd
Elis-Thomas AM, Deputy Minister for Culture, Sport
and Tourism joined us at a drinks reception and dinner, held at the Angel Hotel, where he was the guest
speaker. He spoke of his interest in parks and gardens and how he would like to support the WHGT.
After visiting Pontypool Park members went on to
Bedwellty House, Tredegar in Gwent where we had
a hearty lunch before exploring the landscape. The
town’s prosperity was built on the ironworks in the
Sirhowy Valley. Bedwellty was built by the ironmaster Samuel Homfrey on 26 acres of land leased from
Lord Tredegar. In 1901, the Morgans gifted the
house and grounds to the people of Tredegar for
public recreation and the house was remodelled
inside for offices for the Urban District Council.
The park covers a roughly oval area of about
10.5ha on ground sloping down from the northwest
to the southeast, at the south end of the centre of
Tredegar. It is landscaped, with specimen conifers
and deciduous trees, mostly planted in the twentieth century; early in the nineteenth century beech
trees had been planted on mounds as advocated
by J.C. Loudon. A series of five ponds with associated waterworks and a rectangular pond with a further series of three ponds all survive. Other features
include an unusual and well-preserved icehouse,
a kitchen garden, bandstand, terraces, interesting rockwork, and a 15 ton block of coal cut for the
Great Exhibition in 1851, but which proved impossible to transport. The Long Shelter, a Grade II-listed
Top: sheep at Bedwelty;
structure, houses the remains of a mosaic comCentre: rock grotto entrance looking towards the walled garden.
memorating the Chartist uprising of 1839. Bedwelty Bottom: WHGT members at Bedwelty
is also connected to the early political career of
grounds. It was strange to see a couple of sheep also
Aneurin Bevan elected to Tredegar Urban District Counenjoying the park.
cil in 1922. He spent much time in the Council Chamber
Many thanks to Lucy Prichard, Elaine Davey, Dianne
within Bedwellty House and became the candidate for
Long, Merilyn Anderson and everyone who contributed to
Ebbw Vale in 1929. When the Labour Party won the 1945
the smooth running of the weekend.
election Bevan became Secretary of State for Health.
WHGT members enjoyed a sunny walk around the
patron: hrh the prince of wales
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Gloddaeth survey 1716 by Joseph Hawley. Image courtesy of the Mostyn Estate

The Maze and other garden features at Gloddaeth Glynis Shaw
Gloddaeth Hall, today St David's College, Llandudno,
was recently visited by the Clwyd branch. This is one
of the two important Mostyn houses on the Creuddyn
peninsula, the other being Bodysgallen. Gloddaeth overlooks the Vale of Llangwstenin, with extensive views of
the Denbighshire uplands and Liverpool Bay. The property came to the Mostyn family in 1460 with the marriage
of Hywel ap Ieuan Fychan (of Mostyn and Pengwern)
and Margaret, heiress of Madog Gloddaeth.
The oldest part of the mansion seen today was built
by Sir Thomas Mostyn in the reign of Queen Elizabeth.
Gloddaeth retains features of the Elizabethan era, including the original fireplace and mantelpiece with the
Mostyn and Gloddaeth arms in the Great Hall. A wing to
the east was added c.1700. The building was restored in
1875 with further additions by William E. Nesfield, and in
1889 John Douglas designed a new west wing for Lady
Augusta Mostyn.
Many generations of the family lived at Gloddaeth, but it
was often a second house, with the head of the family at
Mostyn Hall. Gloddaeth has a very special garden history. In 1769 a sailor described the site in his diary:There
was a maze on a hill behind Gloddaeth Hall.... After
dinner we had an invitation to see Gloddaeth, an ancient
seat belonging to Sir Roger Mostyn, Bart. Gloddaeth
Hall is a large old building, situated upon the south side
8 patron: hrh the prince of wales

of a mountain, in the midst of a fine wood, with avenues
cut through in many places, each of which is near half a
mile in length, which affords a beautiful prospect in every
way. These avenues several of which lie one above
another, form a kind of ampitheatre, the sight whereof is
most delightful. And what adds still more to its beauty,
is a level tract of land which lies above it, upon which
grows a stately grove of a circular form, with avenues
cut (or rather planted) round the centre in the form of a
MAZE, or the walls of ancient Troy, so that if you enter it
in a careless manner, you may meander about a considerable time before you find the way out.
(Notes of Family Excursions in North Wales....Page 94.
James Orchard Halliwell-Phillipps,1860)
It was a rare treat to find this maze on a 1742 Badeslade
survey of Gloddaeth, which had been beautifully restored, in the Flintshire Record Office.
Mary King (Shropshire GT) recognised the design from
The Theory and Practice of Gardening: .... by John
James of Greenwich 1712, translated from The Theory
and Practice of Gardening (La théorie et la pratique du
jardinage) by Antoine-Joseph Dézallier d' Argenville.
This was a seminal work on the principles of the French
formal garden design, as developed by André Le Nôtre
at Versailles Chantilly and Vaux-le-Vicomte. It was first
published anonymously in 1709, with plates after
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Badeslade survey 1742 courtesy Flintshire
Record Office

designs by Jean-Baptiste Alexandre Le Blond, the
French architect and Master Garden Planner who became General Architect of St. Petersburg in 1716. Le
Blond was later credited as the author of the text in the
third edition in 1722 (it eventually ran to 11 editions, in
three languages). A 1711 edition published in Holland
was the first of many pirated editions to appear outside
of France. Never before did a book lay down the principles of any style so surely and so intelligibly in instructive
precepts. (Gothein, History of Garden Art, volume II, pg
111). A year later in 1712 it was translated into English
with a cumbersome title: The Theory and Practice of
Gardening: Wherein is fully handled all that relates to
Fine Gardens, commonly called Pleasure-Gardens, as
Parterres, Groves, Bowling-Greens, &c. Containing divers Plans, and general Dispositions of Gardens. With the
manner of laying out the Grounds, cutting the Terrasses.
the method of Planting, and raising, in little time, all the
Plants requisite in Fine Gardens. Done from the French
Original, printed at Paris, Anno 1709, by the architect
John James of Greenwich. Further English editions came
out in 1728 and 1743.
Dézallier d'Argenville (1680-1765), Avocat au Parlement
de Paris and Secretary to the King, was also a connoisseur of gardening. He designed two gardens for his family on the Argenville estate near Bezons and Versailles
before publishing his work in the form of an architectural
patron: hrh the prince of wales

treatise, addressed to the architect and the
patron rather than a practising gardener.
The labyrinth design used at Gloddaeth is
the last and tenth plate illustrating groves.
It is described as an entirely new contrivance..... Tis a large Volute or Spiral Walk,
in the Centre of which is a Bason, accompanied with a Hall pierced by eight Walks,
which carry you to four Cross-Ways, from
whence you pass insensibly into the windings of the Maze, set off with cabinets,
Latticed-Arbours, Green plots, foiuntains, figures, Etc, which very agreeably surprise and
amuse those that have lost their Way in it.
Under Oliver Cromwell, mazes and labyrinths
were considered frivolous and irreligious
and many were destroyed. They returned to
popularity at the Restoration and remained
in favour throughout much of the eighteenth
century. The Gloddaeth maze was impressive, ambitious and much larger than the
Hampton Court maze, which is the oldest
surviving hedge maze in Britain planted by
the royal gardeners George London and
Henry Wise, for King William III c.1690. William had created an earlier maze in 1682
at Het Loo Palace in Holland. The Hampton
Court maze covers a third of an acre designed as part of a formal garden layout
labelled the Wilderness.
The Dézallier design selected for the Mostyn maze required seven or eight acres without the Alleys coming too
near each other which would take away the Intricacy of it,
and consequently all its Merit.
The 1716 survey of Gloddaeth by Joseph Hawley, held
at Mostyn Hall, includes a very faintly sketched plan of
the maze. This shows that the maze was planned by Sir
Roger Mostyn, 3rd Baronet (1673–1739). The maze, the
broad middle terrace below the walled garden in front
of the house, and extensive productive gardens and
orchards on the west of the great lawn were all completed by the time of the 1742 Badeslade survey. Both
surveys show the extent of landscape above and north of
the hall where great deal of woodland planting was done
by 1742 with more walks and rides to navigate the steep
slope from the house to the maze.
Thomas Pennant in A Tour in Wales MDCCLXX describes
the successful plantations by Sir Roger Mostyn. Part
of the plain below the house was planted with forest
trees;...... in straight walks, intersecting each other, or
radiating from a center, distinguished by a statue. The
upper walks, .....may be considered among those of the
first rate of this island, for such beauties of view which
nature can bestow; Pennant describes the numerous
views, which can be seen whilst walking up to the
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Left: sketch on the Joseph Hawkey survey
Above: Dézallier d'Argenville 1709 (labyrinthe). The great number of Alleys,
and the various Turnings in the Composition of this Labyrinth, render it
extremely intricate and puzzling, without taking anything from the Beauty and
Regularity of the Design. There is but one Entrance into it, which is also the
Outlet, where there is placed a Cabinet of Lattice-work, on purpose to render
it still more difficult. GFDL
Detail of maze from the 1742 Badeslade
survey (FRO)

summit on the zig zag path behind the house, at great
length as well as the rich variety of rare plants, but he
does not describe the maze: perhaps this feature was
already in disrepair.
The great terrace with the sheltered walled garden in
front of the mansion had been laid out earlier. A date
stone of 1680 with initials TBM, Sir Roger Mostyn's
predecessor Sir Thomas, can be seen above the east
entrance.
The curved ended canal below the steep terraces remains today, but the Hawley survey interestingly shows
a second canal to the southeast of the designed landscape and a basin pool in the higher plantation east of
the great lawn.
The Badeslade survey shows landscaping of a new
broad terrace above the canal, further productive gar10 patron: hrh the prince of wales

dens and a large orchard to the southwest of the great lawn, separated from
the plantations to the west by a ha-ha,
a feature of formal French gardens of
the early eighteenth century. The ha-ha
was first described in print by Dézallier, and in English by his translator
John James, so the one at Gloddaeth
may be a very early example.
In 1804 Richard Fenton wrote: Gloddaeth lies under a sloping Limestone
Rock, of considerable height, clothed
with majestick woods in a large semicircle. The trees are of every sort, and
of very large growth, particularly Horse
chestnut, particularly in that extensive
grove in the Vale beneath the House.
The House is most charmingly situated, with a South
aspect, and on all sides skreened from the other points.
The buildings of various Eras, and all together is very
large. .... He goes on to describe: The Gardens are below the house, sloping in terraces, walls very high. Must
be very early from their exposure. Fine outdoor grapes.
The flight steps from the centre of the mansion terrace
lead down into the garden as advocated by Dézallier
and a more elegant gate was added to the west side in
the eighteenth century.
Today the landscape north of the house is walled off and
the maze site is now a Site of Special Scientific Interest
(SSSI) and an impenetrable wood. The maze site can be
clearly identified on Google Earth as an area of differentiated vegetation.
The maze was lost by the nineteenth century, although
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Above left : Gloddaeth 1792, Moses Griffith, Right detail
of the gardens terraces below the house.

TBM 1680 date stone © Glynis Shaw

the beauty of Gloddaeth was still recognised: The Cambrian mirror, or North Wales tourist by Edward Parry,
1847 describes how the Gloddaeth walks vie with anything similar in the kingdom: those on the declivity follow
the inclination of the hill, and those on the plain diverge
from a centre where is placed a statue of Minerva.
This is an interesting statue reference as only a Hercules,
cast in lead, remains today. It is signed by the Flemish
sculptor Jan van Nost who worked in London from the
late 17th century until he died in 1729. Jan van Nost produced many garden figures, monuments and vases.
Hercules is naked and resting after fetching the apples
of the Hesperides which he holds in his right hand behind his back. The Gloddaeth Hercules is a copy of the
Farnese Hercules, a Roman statue by Glykonin the early
third century AD, based on a lost Greek bronze attributed to Lysippus fourth century BC. The Roman statue
was from the Baths of Caracalla, excavated by Paolo III
Farnese in 1546, and is now in the Museo Archeologico
Nazionale, Naples. Hercules was popular in the eighteenth century. André Le Nôtre placed a full-size gilded
version at the end of the main vista at Vaux-le-Vicomte.
Another lead copy is sited overlooking the recently
restored Hercules Garden at Blair Castle. Further examples are found at The Quarry, Shrewsbury - originally
from Condover Hall, Chirk Castle, Elvaston and Castle
Howard. The Gloddaeth statue, described as mutilated
patron: hrh the prince of wales

Gloddaeth Hercules © Advolly Richmond

in 1837, was rescued, from the shrubbery in the east
plantation, restored and placed on the main terrace in
the 1990s.
The drawing of Gloddaeth by Moses Griffith shows the
plantations around the house and the great lawn with
productive gardens on the terraces below the house, but
the earlier orchards to the west no longer survive.
Gloddaeth continued to be admired in the nineteenth
century. J Hicklin in Excursions in North Wales: a complete guide to the tourist (1850) says the walks of Gloddaeth are remarkably beautiful .......it is a place of great
antiquity; the situation is commanding, and finely shaded
by venerable woods. Hicklin also observed that the maze
was in need of restoration. An estate map of 1851 shows
that virtually no trace of the maze remained at all.
In 1860 George Felton, surveyor and architect appointed
to develop Llandudno, made an enlarged copy of the
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maze from the 1742 Badeslade survey,
for it to be restored as an attraction for
the new resort. Sadly, restoration of the
maze was never undertaken.
In 1861 The North Wales Chronicle and
Advertiser announced that Gloddaeth
and adjacent grounds were open to the
public as tourists were encouraged to
visit Llandudno.
In 1861 Lady Henrietta Augusta Mostyn
was tragically widowed when her husband Thomas Mostyn, the heir apparent,
died of consumption aged 25, leaving
her with two young sons. She strove to
develop Llandudno as her husband, the
first chairman of the Llandudno Improvement Commissioners, had planned, and
she worked tirelessly to save her sons
inheritance. Lady Augusta had Gloddaeth Hall refurbished and it became her home in 1879.
She added a new wing to Gloddaeth in 1889.
Lady Augusta was a remarkable character, charitable
and hospitable, supporting numerous Llandudno causes
and concerned with the welfare of those in her neighbourhood. Lady Augusta carried out new planting in
the gardens restored in front and below the house and
hosted a number of garden parties. The huge retaining
wall of the top terrace was repaired, crenellated and
ornamented with pebble mosaics around cannons and a
new flagpole.
The gardens continued to be productive and a huge
glasshouse was added below the high retaining wall of
the main terrace. In 1910 the Llandudno Advertiser reported that an ex-soldier Henry Williams, Llysfaen View,
Penrhynside, was found stealing a quantity of carrots,

The top terraces at Glodaeth, now St David's College

from Gloddaeth Old Gardens.
Today the property and its remarkable Great Hall
are used as a school. The terraces continue to be
maintained, although the upper terrace is used for
vehicle access and parking. Below the terraces the great
lawn is used for sports. The landscape above the house
is largely overgrown but still provides a fine wooded
backdrop to the property.
Many thanks to Richard Thomas and the sharp eyes of Pauline
Hampson of the Mostyn Estate for their help. Also, many thanks
to Shaun Evans of ISWE for directing me to the survey held at
Mostyn Hall. Huge thanks to Mary Owens at St David's College
and Sue Crossley who kindly facilitated visits to the site.

The Nelson Garden in Monmouth completed

The Nelson Garden in Monmouth were given a grant of
£500 from the WHGT Small
Grants Scheme to put in a new
pond surround in front of the
Nelson Memorial Pavilion. We
have also erected wooden urns
on the pavilion to match the
original print. It is wonderful
to have the restoration of this
historic garden finished.
Helena Gerrish

12 patron: hrh the prince of wales
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WHGT 30th anniversary AGM 2019

Debs Goodenough

The AGM weekend began
at Bryniau, Llangoed, with
a welcoming garden party
hosted by Huw and Ruth
Parry. Their garden dating
back to the nineteenth
century was immaculate
and has fantastic views to
Snowdonia over the Menai
Strait.

The 2019 AGM was hosted by Trustee Anthony Tavernor
and the Gwynedd branch at Plas Cadnant. Glynis Shaw
stood-in for the travelling Chairman, and our President
Stephen Lacey presided over the morning programme
with considerable panache. Shaun Evans, Director of the
Institute for the Study of Welsh Estates (ISWE), gave a
short presentation on future collaboration, particularly in
relation to the research of parks and gardens before Stephen introduced our speaker, Debs Goodenough, Head
Gardener to the Prince of Wales. Debs gave an excellent
talk on Two Royal Gardens, Highgrove and Llwynywermod,
When Debs was appointed in 2008, she was told that she
had a maintenance job. This has since proved far from
the truth as the Highgrove gardens continue to grow and
evolve with Prince Charles' passion and his many new
ideas, including the rhododendron beds currently being
established.
Debs aims to create her patron's garden with his choices
of planting, design and colour. The Prince is Patron of
the Delphinium Society and delphiniums are prominent at
Highgrove, mulched with seaweed to provide slug protection in line with the garden's organic ethos. The tallest
recorded delphinium at Highgrove was 9’ 10”. Slugs are
dealt with by beer traps, and home is offered to disabled
hedgehogs. (Healthy hedgehogs need huge mating territory.) Box blight is avoided by choosing disease-resistant
varieties. Of all problems and pests in the garden Debs
considers ground elder and slugs a minor issue compared to bindweed. The Royal Gardeners have resorted
to electrocution! It takes 5000 volts applied to the stem
to reduce this plant to a satisfying puff of smoke. Debbs
showed how Highgrove has developed from almost nothing in a flat landscape to a stunning garden designed
in a sequence of rooms embodying family memories
such the thatched tree house built for Prince William's
seventh birthday. Garden ornaments include the bronze
Borghese gladiator given by Lord Cholmondeley and
the two Grecian urns given by the Duchess of Cornwall
on HRH's seventieth birthday. On the site of a dead but
much-loved cedar, which once framed the house, the
Prince has commissioned an oak pavilion by Mark Hoare.
Hedges, parterres, stumpery, wild meadow and orchards
all provide a rich variety of experiences, varied vistas and
planting challenges.
At Llwynywermod, the Prince of Wales's Welsh home,
patron: hrh the prince of wales

Above : Amazing autumn colour at Plas Cadnant
Below: Members enjoying the Valley garden © Glynis Shaw

Debs has a greater hands-on experience with the courtyard garden in the romantic Carmarthenshire setting.
Trees have been planted in the old parkland, and wildflower meadows and an orchard surround the house. It
was a joy to see how Debs loves managing these very
different but special gardens!
A superb lunch was followed by a tour of the beautiful
garden at Plas Cadnant. Anthony must have one of the
finest hydrangea collections in the country and this gave
lots of autumn colour. The planting of the lower valley in
the autumn seemed very luxurious and tropical. Banks
planted only a few years ago are now extremely lush.
Squirrel Nutkin performed on cue and it was interesting to
see how the new area above the house is coming on with
rich planting of hydrangeas.
Sarah Edgar and Gerry Downing, hosted members for
tea at their glorious riverside garden on the banks of the
river Seiont at Tan y Felin. Our Chairman, Simon Baynes,
managed to catch up with us for tea and cake.
The weekend finished with a visit to Treborth Botanic
Garden. Director Shaun Russell stressed the need for a
new facilities to Bring Botany Back to Bangor. Curator
Natalie Chivers and the Friends of Treborth should
be congratulated on maintaining the important plant
collections which are now gaining wider recognition.
Congratulations to the Gwynedd branch for an excellent
AGM.
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Penllergaer: Unauthorised felling of protected Sequoiadendron (Wellingtonia) and
adjacent ancient woodland Sian and Peter Burgess
Penllergaer was the home of the Dillwyn Venables family.
The house was demolished in 1961 but the remaining
Penllergare Valley Woods is a Grade II park and garden
registered as The partial survival of a very important picturesque and Romantic landscape of the mid-nineteenth
century, the creation of John Dillwyn Llewelyn a nationally important figure in horticulture...Although much of his
exotic planting has gone the structure of his landscaping
remains.
In 1854 the Veitch Nursery near Exeter distributed Sequioadendron seedlings from seed brought back from
California by William Lobb. John Dillwyn Llewellyn (or
maybe John Thomas Dillwyn Llewellyn) bought some for
2 guineas each. In 1886, following a visit to Penllergaer,
Andrew Pettigrew wrote in the Journal of Horticulture and
Cottage Gardener:taxodium sempervirens stand in bold
relief. So they were probably already significant trees.
Not surprisingly the Sequoia was protected by a Tree
Preservation Order (TPO), as are many other trees on the
old Penllergaer estate. Despite the TPO it was unlawfully
felled along with 72 other protected trees in an adjacent
area described as ancient woodland.
WHGT has been following the prosecution of those
responsible since the news first hit the headlines in
November 2018. They were sucessfully prosecuted and
eventually sentenced on 15 October 2019. As there is
now an appeal against sentence and possibly a judicial
review, we will try to be circumspect and non-controversial in our report of those proceedings.
The three defendants were: (1) the development
company, Enzo; (2) the managing director, Fierenzo
Sauro, who was found to be the alter ego of the company
and directly responsible for all that happened; (3) The
tree surgeon, Alwyn Morgan.
The trial was held over 5 days on various dates in June,
August, September and October, with two charges
against each of them: one in respect of the Wellingtonia,
the second in respect of the adjoining 72 trees which
comprised the ancient woodland, six charges in all.
To access the land the defendants had to take down a
2m high security fence with a machine. In fact, machines
were used for a lot of the clearance work because of the
number and size of the trees. Enzo has no interest in any
of the land on which the affected trees stood. So it is still
a mystery as to what can have been their motive.
The defendants blamed everyone else (including their
own tree expert) and blamed each other, maintaining
that it was all an awful mistake. The judge did not accept
their explanations but came to the conclusion, unreservedly, that all three defendants had acted deliberately in
cutting down the protected trees. All three were found to
have had a high level of culpability; Fierenzo Sauro as
the alter ego of the company the highest of all. Even Alwyn Morgan, the tree surgeon, with his extensive experi-

14 patron: hrh the prince of wales

Giant Redwood felled by Enzo © Andy Thorndycraft

ence and specialist knowledge, could have walked away
at any time.
As to the degree of harm, the judge found that the value
of the trees was far greater than their monetary value.
The CAVAT (Capital Asset Value for Amenity Trees) value
of the Wellingtonia was originally agreed to be £249,000
at an earlier point in the trial. On the final day of the trial
the local authority’s representatives told the court that
this had been reduced to £67,000 due to its size, age
and condition (including dieback). A figure of £1,000 was
put on each of the trees in the ancient woodland, totalling
£72,000.
In passing sentence the judge said the defendants had
shown no remorse although Alwyn Morgan had pleaded
guilty. In fact the judge observed that they were still
trying to find a way out and pursuing a damage limitation exercise. The developers are now apparently suing
their tree expert who was found to have been a clear
and compelling witness with a wealth of experience and
professional qualifications. No culpability was attached
to him.
There was a hiccup on the final day of the trial. At one of
the earlier hearings when convicting the defendants the
judge had given them 14 days to submit details of their
means. As these had only been submitted to the court 2
working days before the final hearing (the reason given:
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that they had only just been finalised), they had not
found their way to the judge. He therefore had to retire
for a time to consider these accounts. Enzo’s accounts
for the last thee years showed a turnover of:
2017 £11.8m
2018 £12.3m
2019 £8.1m
The significance of this is that for the purposes of the
sentencing guidelines a small company is considered to
be one with a turnover of £2-10 m and a medium sized
company £10-50m. The level of fine depends, in part, on
the size of the company.
In passing sentence the judge observed that he was far
from satisfied that the evidence submitted by the defendants was complete, but proceeded to impose the
following fines: Enzo £60,000 on each charge; Mr Sauro
£90,000 on each charge; Mr Morgan £60,000 on each
charge;
The total fines were £420,000 plus the prosecution costs

agreed at £17,000 with the payment in full by the end of
the year despite the defendants’ request for time to pay.
The story does not end here:
- The developers and tree surgeon have appealed
to the Crown court against their sentences and
for leave to apply for judicial review to quash the
magistrates decision.
- There is a question concerning the drastic
revaluation of the Wellingtonia which suddenly
emerged on the last day of the trial. How did
that come about? Might that be an issue in an
appeal?
- At the sentencing hearing, the developers’
lawyers gave the local authority a handwritten
undertaking to replant all of the protected trees
within 2 years, as required under TPO legislation.
Will the appeal affect this?
- And what will become of the land?

Veteran tree in danger at Hafod
Caroline Palmer

There is much disquiet at Hafod at the impending loss of
another of its veteran beech trees which stands beside
the little stone bridge on the drive just below the spur
path up to the Bedford Monument and Mariamne’s Garden. It is probably the tallest of Hafod’s surviving ancient
beech trees, drawn upwards in a fairly sheltered position in the lea of the steeply rising hillside and one of the
best known, as one of only two big beeches easily visible
from the road.
Unfortunately, in September 2018, it drew attention to
itself by dropping a large branch, which fell harmlessly
into the stream valley below. As a result, a much earlier
bough loss became visible to the passer by and was
noticed by Jim Ralph, the Natural Resources Wales
(NRW) Local Area Manager, responsible for Hafod.
Higher up the tree, well above the recently lost branch,
an old tear is visible, flanked by the curved buttresses of
wound-healing wood on either side. I would guess this
injury is several decades old. However, its potential to
shed further branches came to mind and when Health
and Safety collides with Conservation the latter is seldom
the winner.
Expert opinion of an arboriculturist identified the tree as
a moderate threat; further branch fall could occur, the
branch could fall onto the road, and there could be a
passerby on that road at the moment when it falls. The
recommendation is that the tree should be felled to a tall
stump. Hafod residents were so upset at the prospect of
losing this lovely tree that a few weeks ago a petition was
launched on Change.org which has already attracted
more than 200 signatories.
At a recent meeting an articulate group expressed
their views to NRW. Tellingly, all were willing to see the
road closed if such a course of action would save the
patron: hrh the prince of wales

Hafod veteran beech tree at risk © Caroline Palmer

tree by reducing public access to its vicinity. In a wideranging discussion it was asserted by the residents and
confirmed by Dave Newnham, the Hafod Estate Manager, that a greater risk of being struck by a falling tree
is posed by the large Douglas firs and other conifers
adjoining the road and paths on Hafod. The Local Area
Manager did not disagree but explained that conifers are
not subject to similar levels of inspection and risk as-
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sessment. As anyone who has walked through a conifer
plantation after a storm knows, perfectly healthy trees
may blow over, their root plate lifted clean out of the
ground. As which trees may fall is unpredictable, the
crop is not inspected. Wind-blow is therefore an accepted risk.
The collapse of a piece of a veteran tree cannot be an
accepted risk in terms of NRW management, so any
veteran beech faces a similar fate. Just such a scenario
was played out at Hafod ten years ago when the Forestry
Commission Local Manager’s eye fell upon a beautiful
tree in a group below Melyn, near the footpath to the
Cascade Cavern, (locally known as the Robber’s cave).
The tree was huge and healthy, but had at its base a
hollow trunk into which it was possible for a small person
to squeeze. A specialist report employing sonic tomography confirmed the obvious, that the tree was hollow on
one side, and despite an inconclusive debate as to the
relative strength of a rod and a cylinder of wood, the tree
was duly felled to a high stump. The Hafod Trust argued
passionately for its retention, but to no avail. The case for
its destruction was enhanced by the fact that the route
to the Cavern Cascade is a public footpath, and families

often paused to rest and enjoy that very tree.
There are probably several dozen notably fine veteran
beeches, dating from Thomas Johnes’ time on the
Hafod Estate, and fortunately most of them are farther
from a road. For the time being this is their salvation, for
NRW are unlikely to send out specialist arboriculturalists
to inspect them all. But if they did, probably none would
be given a clean bill of health on the criteria of a 21st
century safety assessment.
Current interpretation by NRW of the risk of litigation
appears to be that the farther from the car park you are
when felled by a tree, the less responsible they (the
landowner) are likely to be considered! Across the UK
about 4 people per year are killed by a falling tree, a
minute contribution to overall human mortality. But for
this reason, sooner or later, the veteran trees that draw
people to Hafod will all be at risk.
A change of policy at a high level is needed to overturn
the current thinking. To petition to Natural Resources
Wales see: https://www.change.org/p/natural-resourcewales-to-support-local-veteran-trees-of-hafod

Participants and speakers at the planning seminar held at Plas Dolerw.

Planning Seminar 2019

WHGT Planning officer Sarah Green organised a
successful seminar in October. Sarah provided an
approach to dealing with planning consultations and
where to find information on historic landscapes.
Lisa Fiddes, Cadw Assistant Inspector of Historic Areas,
gave an account of recent developments of the Register
including the removal of the essential setting. In future
a wider understanding of setting would be considered
and, in some cases, the former essential setting will be
included in the registered landscape. The register is now
statutory and the responsibility of the Local Authority.
Deborah Evans of DE Landscape & Heritage Ltd gave
16 patron: hrh the prince of wales

an excellent account of case studies involving planning
applications concerning historic designed landscapes
in England. This led to a wider discussion of challenging
Welsh cases. It was a useful day and many thanks to
those who supported the event.
An article published by Nation Cymru that provides links
to sources of heritage information can be found on the
WHGT website at http://whgt.wales.
A great deal of information concerning planning
applications on historic sites can also be found on the
Cadw and The Gardens Trust websites.
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Congratulations to Simon Baynes MP
Congratulations to Simon Baynes who was elected MP
for Clwyd South. This inevitably means that Simon is
now a full-time politician and that WHGT has sadly lost a
Chairman.
WHGT members should be assured that the Trust
remains in good hands as Joanna Davidson, the Vice
Chair has kindly stepped in as Acting Chairman until the
next AGM. Joanna was for many years Chairman of the
Gwynedd branch and also runs Out of the Common Way,
a specialist plant nursery, with Margaret Mason.
Members would like to thank Simon for his considerable
contribution to WHGT. Simon hosted the WHGT 2018
AGM at Bodfach Hall and will be remembered for his
enthusiasm and support for various events such as the
Seminar on Industrialists gardens in South Wales in May
2019. Simon also initiated the successful membership
drive in reaching the target of 1000 members in 2019, the
30th Anniversary year of the Trust.
Simon will be a hard act to follow as a dynamic chairman
at meetings and we will miss his drive and energy.
We wish Simon a successful political future and trust
that he will long continue to campaign on behalf of parks
and gardens for our aesthetic enjoyment, health and
well-being as well as for the conservation of our cultural
heritage.
Above: Wepre site cleared for the new fernery.
Below: The completed fernery.

Wepre fernery
An 1870 painting of Wepre Old Hall and Garden at
Connah's Quay shows ferneries on the site which
were popular during the late nineteenth century. One
fernery was a corner on the far left hand side of the
garden at the crossroads of two main routes through
Wepre woods, passed by many people walking
through the park. Over the years this area had become very overgrown and neglected.
In 2017 a group of volunteers started to clear this
corner and found the remains of a footpath buried in
the undergrowth. In 2018 we decided to restore the
fernery and open up the footpath to provide another
route in and out of the garden. Several large stones
were placed at the top of the path to provide steps up
to the higher level of the garden. A large oak log and
a couple of interesting stumps were placed on one
side of the path and several large moss covered logs
and branches were also placed on the cleared bed.
A WHGT grant enabled us to develop the fernery. In
2019 the work began: Louise Peters and Steve Davies
researched ferns and listed a variety of species with a
contrast of sizes and shapes. The top of the footpath
was planted with azaleas and camellias in order to
provide some height, and to create a barrier preventing entry to the fernery by another path.
The metal gate at the bottom of the footpath was
made by Dennis Commins, a local craftsman who
patron: hrh the prince of wales

visits the park regularly. Dennis was able to use the
original posts that were found in the park. The dry
stone wall boundary at that end of the garden needed
to be altered slightly to accommodate the new gate.
The path was covered with bark and edged with
stones. A vertical rockery was created on the lefthand side of the path using red sandstone rocks
reclaimed from past construction work in the park.
After the threat of frost was over, the planting began with ferns and several hostas to provide some
contrast and variety. The stumps and the logs were
planted so that the ferns emerged from around them
in a naturalistic manner.
This project benefited from volunteer support of a
number of local groups including: Ysgol Maes Hyfryd,
Our Back Yard, Step up Step out, Chester University
and Clock Tower House, Mostyn.
Everyone who helped, enjoyed being involved in
the project and in the creation of a fine new asset at
Wepre Park. There has been a great deal of positive
feedback from the public and the area has attracted
the attention of many local photographers.
The area should improve over the years as the ferns
mature and increase in size.
Steve Davies
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Llanllŷr 1860: The Colonel, his Wife Mary Jane and their fruit trees
Penny David & Loveday Lewes Gee
A hardback notebook with a marbled cover has recently
surfaced at Llanllŷr, in the Aeron valley, Ceredigion
at the very heart of what was Cardiganshire. Among
the miscellaneous notes and lists, in various hands, it
contains a very precise inventory of fruit trees in the
walled garden, dated 1860 with a detailed plan (above)
The book belonged first to John Lewes (1828–1900),
who distinguished himself at the Battle of the Great
Redan in the Crimea in 1855. It was purchased (price
3/6) in the early 1850s from J. Browne, printer and
stationer of Nassau Street, Dublin; indeed, it contains
a pencil plan of Castlebar Barracks dated May 1852,
where John Lewes may have been stationed at the time.
The date 1860 and the comprehensive inventory
suggests a new broom. Two years earlier, in 1858, John
Lewes, now a Colonel, had married an heiress, Mary
Jane Griffiths. He was able to buy his father out and
move into Llanllŷr with his bride, allowing his father (John
‘Waterloo’ Lewes) to retire to the Teifi valley. Mary Jane
brought with her a copy of Loudun’s Encyclopaedia of
Gardening, which had evidently belonged to her father.
This suggests an interest in gardening and perhaps
provided ideas for the development of the grounds,
including the planting of fruit trees.
18 patron: hrh the prince of wales

The house John and Mary Jane moved into had been
built some twenty years earlier by ‘Waterloo’ Lewes,
who had found the old Tudor house in a poor state and
decided to build a new one on a different site using the
stones from the old house to do so. It was complete by
1837 but building work continued on the outbuildings
behind the house, and the date 1843 appears on the
coach-house. The nearby walled garden, originally approximately an acre in size, is still intact, surrounded by
its cob wall on a stone base, tiled on top to protect the
cob from the weather.
The 1860 inventory specifies new and existing trees, but
growing fruit trees must have been traditional at Llanllŷr.
In the late twelfth century Gerald of Wales wrote about
the Cistercian nunnery at Llanllŷr founded by Lord Rhys
of Dinefwr in about 1180, and a nunnery would almost
certainly have had an orchard. An estate map of 1768
shows the Tudor house established after the closure of
the nunnery in 1536, with areas of trees planted in rows
which appear to be orchards. The 1860 record, however,
is the first clear evidence and provides a picture of a
typical mid-century selection of country-house fruit trees.
The handsome plan was presumably drawn up by the
gardener of the time. The 1861 Census for Lanllear in the
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Portraits of Mary Jane Lewes and
John 'Crimea' Lewes © Loveday Lewes
Gee

parish of Llanfihangel Ystrad lists John Hughes aged 28
as Gardener, born in Penllyn, Cowbridge, Glamorgan.
John ‘Crimea’ Lewes and Mary Jane went on to have
nine children and the house was extended in 1874
to provide more accommodation. In due course the
grounds came to include areas for activities like tennis
and croquet, but the Victorian planting and layout of
ornamental beds and borders must be attributed at least
in part to the taste of Mary Jane during her 60 years at
Llanllŷr.
The plan dated 1860 shows planting of fruit trees in the
five-sided walled garden, principally apples, numbered
(in red) A1 to A43. Most were planted alongside the
perimeter and axial paths, and their symbol – a sloping
upright with horizontal bars (in black) – suggests that
they were espaliers. Pears (coded B), Plums (D), Cherry
trees (E), Peach (G), Apricot (H) and Nectarines (K),
mostly planted against the walls; outside the east wall
two quinces are also marked.
Subsequent pages of the notebook set out to enlarge
on the state of the trees shown on the plan. Apples
are amply detailed in a table on a separate page
summarised here (right); there is some information on
how the pears are bearing (varieties include Bergamotte,
Seckel, Swan Egg and Williams Bon Chretien); a little on
the plums, but then the report peters out.
The apple inventory provides names and notes for
some 34 out of the 43 varieties (a couple of names are
illegible). An adjacent column notes their character or
condition, coded:
G = Good, B = Bad, H = Healthy but not bearing
In = Indifferent, N = New, T = Tolerable
The third column adds the date 1860 corresponding to
the varieties noted as N for New. There are about 10
of these, suggesting that the whole enterprise was to
record the new planting.

planted at Llanllyr in 1860, and apparently remains little
known in the UK nowadays.
Lord Nelson (the apple) is reported to have originated
in Australia in the 1820s as a large-sized sport of the
variety Kentish Fillbasket. It cooks to a sweet, light
puree and it was one of the first apples planted by the
settlers in Western Australia in the 1860s, according to
Owen Pidgeon on the website goodfood.org.au on 20
February 2013. Brogdale does not seem to record it,
but the National Fruit Collection website reports that it
was received from Australia in 1960 by the National Fruit
Trials, and describes the fruit as having tender, greenishwhite acid flesh. It notes synonyms including Kirk’s,
Kirk’s Nelson and Kirke’s Lord Nelson.

Most of the apples named are familiar today. The curious
exception is number 20, Lord Nelson, a tree located near
the south-west corner of the garden. It is noted as newly

Lord Nelson (the apple!) appears to have been much
better known in the USA. It is listed in a number of
early nineteenth and early-twentieth century American

patron: hrh the prince of wales

Summary of 1860 apple trees

Ashmead’s Kernel (2 trees)		
N
Beauty of Wilts				
N
Codlin					G/H
Court of Wick Pippin (2 trees)		
N
Glory of the West (2 trees)			
G
Golden Reinette				N
Gravenstein				N
Hawthorndean[sic]			N
Kerry Pippin (4 trees)			
B/H
Keswick Codlin (2 trees)			
G/N
King of the Pippins (2 trees)		
G
Lord Nelson				N
Marseilles				T
Nonpareil (2 trees)			
H/In
Norfolk Pippin				G
Old Nonpareil				N
Quarrenden (3 trees)			
G/H
Ribston Pippin (2 trees)			
N
Royal Russet				G
Russet					H
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catalogues, and is described, with an engraving, in
volume 25 of Thomas Meehan’s Gardener’s Monthly
And Horticulturist (1883) (right).
Mrs Lewes's copy of Loudon's Encyclopedia does not
mention Lord Nelson, and we have not yet found it listed
in a British nursery catalogue available in 1860. Does
anyone have record of it being offered by nurseries or
planted in Welsh gardens?

While there is no dearth in the varieties of apples now
before the public, I have thought there was room for the
Lord Nelson, of which the cut given herewith represents an
average specimen. Though well known in England, I have
never seen it mentioned in any catalogue in this country. It
was brought to my notice by my neighbour, whose father,
being a man of remarkable fancy for fine fruits and flowers,
brought the scions to this country when he adopted it as
his home. Though an early winter apple, I first tested it late
in January, and it will keep later. It is growing in an orchard
with nearly all of our leading varieties, and is noticeable
for abundant yield of good sized, fair, mer-chantable fruit,
peculiarly free from worms and other defects. Charles
Downing [the American pomologist] identifies it with the Lord
Nelson of the English books. John J. Thomas says if it is
always as good as the specimen he has seen it is worthy of
cultivation, its beauty adding much to its value.
The Lord Nelson Apple
While there is no dearth in the varieties of apples now before the public, I have thought there was
room for the Lord Nelson, of which the cut given herewith represents an average specimen. Though
well known in England, I have never seen it mentioned in any catalogue in this country. It was
brought to my notice by my neighbor, whose father, being a man of remarkable fancy for fine fruits
and flowers, brought the scions to this country when he adopted it as his home. Though an early
winter apple, I first tested it late in January, and it will keep later. It is growing in an orchard with
nearly all of our leading varieties, and is noticeable for abundant yield of good sized, fair, merchantable fruit, peculiarly free from worms and other defects. Charles Downing [the American pomologist] identifies it with the Lord Nelson of the English books. John J. Thomas says if it is always as good as the specimen he has seen it is worthy of cultivation, its beauty adding much to its
value.

Lord Nelson © Owen Pidgeon
Lord Nelson Apple.
Fruit large, oblate, yellowish skin, shaded and streaked with
red and russet. Stalk long. Cavity medium. Flesh white, crisp,
tender, juicy, somewhat aromatic, mild sub-acid. Quality
good to very good. It is an apple that will be prized for eating
out of hand or for cooking, and sells well in market. The tree
is a strong grower, and appears to be very hardy.
Lord Nelson Apple.
Fruit large, oblate, yellowish skin, shaded and streaked with red and russet. Stalk long. Cavity
medium. Flesh white, crisp, tender, juicy, somewhat aromatic, mild sub-acid. Quality good to very
good. It is an apple that will be prized for eating out of hand or for cooking, and sells well in market. The tree is a strong grower, and appears to be very hardy.

For the history of Llanllŷr see:
A Very Small Corner of Paradise: The Story of a
Garden in Wales from the First to the Third Millennium
by Loveday Lewes Gee. ISBN: 9781847712592 Paperback - Y Lolfa. 2010

***

Cefn Ila
Restored grounds of Cen IIa © Coed Cymru

November 2019 marked the 25th anniversary of the National Lottery. The National Heritage Lottery Fund support
has enabled Coed Cadw (the Woodland Trust) to restore
the historic gardens of Cefn Ila in Llanbadoc, near Usk in
Monmouthshire. Originally developed as a hunting lodge,
Cefn Ila became a medieval manor house. In the mid
19th century it was home to the novelist and adventurer
Edward Trelawny who redeveloped the gardens and
created a pleasure ground. At his death the new owner
Joseph Lister employed Alfred Waterhouse to create a
picturesque cottage manor house. Lister died in a riding
accident on the estate in 1885. Cefn Ila was then bought
by Gustavus Ducarel, the 4th Marquis de la Pasture who
fled to England during the French Revolution. Between
the 1940s and the 1970s Cefn Ila became a maternity
20 patron: hrh the prince of wales

hospital until damaged by a fire in 1973.
The estate fell into ruin and was bought
by Coed Cymru in 2007 who have since
planted 36,000 native trees to create a
new woodland.
Seven years later in 2014 the Woodland
Trust began the restoration of the historic
walled garden,and arboretum, including a
pinetum, and ornamental pond, supported
by a £297,700 grant from the NHLF.
An enthusiastic group of green fingered
volunteers meet twice a month to maintain
the walled garden. The artificial pond that was built in the
19th century to supply water to the mansion has been
restored as both an ornamental feature and a wildlife
habitat and the pinetum, which was once the pride of the
property, has also been restored, removing much of the
natural regeneration.
Ivor Stokes, former director of the National Botanic
Garden of Wales has praised the variety of exotic conifer
species of the pinetum and said that this collection must
rank amongst the finest in Wales.
Today the site is a Cadw designated Historic Park and
Garden, and a priority habitat under the United Kingdom
Biodiversity Action Plan.
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Middleton Memories at the National Botanic Garden of Wales

Kathryn Price

Middleton Hall estate community

Clive Owens (second left) and his family with Kathryn Price far
right) and Joanne Evans, far left.

The National Botanic Garden of Wales, Llanarthne, Carmarthenshire dates back to the 1600s, when three brothers,
John, Henry and David Middleton bought land with their
fortune made with the East India Company. Sir William
Paxton, also a trader in the East India Company, bought
the Middleton estate in 1789 and transformed it into one
of the finest Regency landscapes of its time. The extensive water garden is now in the final year of restoration.
After Paxton's death in 1824, the Abadams family bought
the estate and its fine landscape fell into decline. They
sold it in 1919. It was eventually purchased by Carmarthenshire County Council in 1934 who converted the
estate buildings into starter farmsteads to encourage
young families to work in agriculture. The estate became
home to this thriving close-knit agricultural community for
62 years until 1996 when the decision was made to create the National Botanic Garden of Wales.
Over the last four years The Regency Restoration Project has been collecting oral histories of the estate and
continues to do so. In Local History Month, May 2019, in
conjunction with the People’s Collection Wales (PCW), we
met with many former residents, who contributed to the
resulting exhibition Middleton Memories, celebrating the
lives of the Middleton estate community.
Ninety-four former residents and their families attended
the opening of the exhibition. Hundreds of old photographs with quotes from the vast collection of oral
histories told the stories of the community, childhood
memories, ghostly happenings, living and working on the
estate, the war years, the tragedies and moving on.
We were privileged to meet Eirwen and her son Peter
who lived in a farm in the Stable Block. Eirwen shared
happy memories of her time on the estate, taking us to
the places where her children used to play. Her daughter
Tracy flew from Scotland to attend the opening of the
exhibition and we were able to re-create a picture of the
family outside their former home, forty years later.
A popular meeting place, captured in many black and
white photographs, was by the milk stand. Hefina, who
grew up on the estate, noticed a picture of the milk stand
with a little boy sitting on it where someone had written

Hefina xx Graham on it. Hefina told us that Graham was
one of my first boyfriends and I used to babysit that little
boy, his name was Peter. I haven’t seen him since I left
the estate! Peter came to the exhibition opening, so there
was a happy reunion of friends after forty years!
Clive Owens from Swansea used to stay with his Uncle
Dai and Auntie May from 1941-1943 during the Blitz. He
remembered: the ruins of the old mansion house. There
was an old steam roller in front of the ruin. I remember
the dingle, Cwm Felin Gât, and the lake. I also remember
being chased by a goat once!
Three generations of Terry Treharne's family lived on Middleton estate and thanks to his sharp memory we have
a wealth of stories of his parents’ time on the estate as
well as his own: Our HQ was the Cwtsh where ice cream
is sold today and this is where we used to go to have a
smoke. I was the one who had to go and buy Woodbines
from Ray’s shop, pretending they were for my father.
Terry is a member of our History Research Group looking
specifically at this period of the history of the estate.
The historic roots of Middleton estate extend to the
garden today. Many of the one hundred and twenty staff
are local and have parents and grandparents who lived
and worked on the estate and remember playing here as
children. Mandy Evans, whose grandparents lived on the
estate, works in the restaurant. She brought her parents
to the opening of the exhibition: When I started working in the Garden restaurant, little did I realise there was
a family connection with the estate.......My grandfather
David Dicks married Elizabeth Jane Jones in 1934.They
became tenants of Trawscoed in 1937 when their eldest
son John was two years old and their second son Tom
just two days old. 			
The support of People’s Collection Wales for this project
was vital in ensuring that the memories and stories of
the Middleton Estate were published for posterity. A total
of 170 images were published and since the memories
have gone live, a total of 1541 individual views have been
registered within the Regency Restoration account itself.
Gruffydd Jones (PCW) remarked that this is not only
important as a record of the fascinating story of the
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Above left: Peter. Centre: Hefina and Peter reunited in 2019!
Above right: Mandy Evans. Right: Tracy, Eirwen and Peter

Middleton estate and area’s rich social history, but also
demonstrates the value of community engagement.
Raising awareness and appreciation of social history
within a community is one of PCW’s key targets, and the
Middleton Memories project is a perfect example of how
this can be achieved and how history can be preserved
in the process.
Middleton Memories Exhibition at Y Oriel Gallery,
until 29th January 2020
Middleton Memories on People’s Collection Wales https://www.
peoplescollection.wales

WHGT One thousand members!

Hilary and David Preece in their garden,
thought to have been designed by
Edward Kemp.

We are always pleased to welcome new members to
WHGT and we were particulrly delighted that Clwyd
members Hilary and David Preece, in Mold, Flintshire
enabled WHGT to meet our membership target of 1,000
members in the 30th anniversary.
Hilary is a trustee of the Friends of Bailey Hill and David
has been researching the Edward Kemp connection.
Bailey Hill was bought in 1870 by the town board from
the Mostyn estate through public subscription for a town
park. This site is now being restored.
22 patron: hrh the prince of wales

Edward Kemp was one of the most prolific and influential
landscape designers of the Victorian era, who developed
Birkenhead Park with Joseph Paxton, and where he
remained as Keeper for over 40 years. Kemp also developed a large private practice.
David has discovered that the councillor who introduced
Kemp to Bailey Hill once lived in Fron Haul, now their
home nearby, where the garden has been laid out
in a Kemp design. Our new members are not only
contributing to the garden history of Wales but are also
restoring what is very likely a Kemp garden.
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Silent Space Advolly Richmond

The Silent Space project is the initiative
of garden writer and photographer Liz
Ware following several very peaceful
experiences during early morning visits
to gardens open to the public.
Certainly, through my own work as
a garden historian, I often have the
privilege of spending time in public
gardens virtually on my own. This is
a completely different experience to
the one many people face while being
jostled by crowds of people in a limited
space. Many of our historic designed
gardens and landscapes were initially
created to be enjoyed by the family
and a limited number of people at any
given time.
Liz’s idea posed the question, if you
can have a quiet carriage on a train,
then why not a silent or quiet space in a garden? There
has been a great deal of research and evidence which
highlights the importance and need for quiet places to
counter the damage caused to our health by noise pollution.
In 2015 Liz took the idea of Silent Spaces to a few head
gardeners whose gardens she had recently photographed and written about. They agreed to run a couple
of hours on Sundays during June 2016.
The pilot was a great success, and a notebook tied to
a bench in the area produced some interesting results:
some people drew pictures, wrote poems or quotes but
the overwhelming communication was gratitude. There
are now over 40 gardens and green spaces around the
UK running Silent Spaces and the number continues to
grow.
The Silent Space project is very simple and does not
create any extra work or require any expense. You simply choose the best place for your Silent Space, contact
Liz, add the information about your space to your website and display a black board at the entrance to your
Silent Space. This tells visitors when the Silent Space will

Silent Space at the National Botanic Garden of Wales.

be in operation. It asks them to switch off their phones
and cameras while they are in the area so that they can
enjoy a time of quiet reflection.
And finally – thank you for understanding that in order to
take part, your park, garden or green place must respect
and maintain the intention, integrity and simplicity of the
project. You can find lots more information at
https://silentspace.org.uk/
Back in 2015 Liz’s mother had been diagnosed with
severe dementia and she loved the idea of Silent Space.
Liz recalled that in a moment of extraordinary clarity her
mother came up with the project’s strapline peaceful
time in green spaces.
Liz’s mother was Welsh and a keen gardener, I think she
would be particularly delighted to know that the Silent
Space sign at the National Botanic Garden of Wales is in
Welsh. It would be wonderful to have a few more Welsh
gardens involved in the Silent Space project.

Silent Space Bodnant Garden

Bodnant Garden’s Silent Space wends its way, via a
rarely used wooded pathway, through tall, stately trees,
looking down over quiet ponds and rippling streams to
the far end of the garden. It’s a mossy, grassy green
track which, although not far from the main garden routes,
feels a world away from noise and crowds. If you are
very lucky you may spot an otter or kingfisher, but the
gentle sound of birdsong, water running over rocks and
the wind in the trees will be ever-present in this most
tranquil of spaces.
Silent Space NT Bodnant Garden.
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101 Rare Plants of Wales: Lauren Marrinan and
Tim Rich, Graffeg Limited 2019 ISBN 9781913134037

The Deptford pink is a beautiful plant which grows up to
60cm tall, flowering between July and September. The
bright pink flowers dotted with pale spots sit in clusters on greyish green stems. It grows in open, dry and
disturbed sites, typically in short grassland in waysides,
hedge banks and pasture. The Deptford pink is now in
dramatic decline and found in only 7% of its former sites,
a decline which started before 1930. Since 2000 it has
only been found in five sites in Wales.
The initial decline was blamed on various forms of habitat
destruction but more recently losses may be related to
changes away from traditional grazing methods, resulting in habitats changing to unsuitable scrub and grassland.
Chamomile, cornflower, frog orchid, red hemp nettle,
names we may or may not be familiar with, are all listed
as endangered or critically endangered species in 101
Rare Plants of Wales. This is in an easy to read book
about some of our rarest plants. The Welsh and English
names are given along with the botanical name for all
the plants. Every plant is briefly described with information about where it grows accompanied by a large clear
photograph. Maps of Wales show the distribution of each
species within kilometre squares of the National Grid.
The Welsh conservation status of each plant is given and
suggested reasons for its decline. There are numerous
reasons for the decline of plants including development,
climate change with associated weather extremes and
changing farming practice with an increase or decrease
in grazing or the use of fertilizers or herbicides. The
precise ecological requirements of many plants is not
known and lack of appropriate management can lead to
extinction.
The book arose from the Welsh Rare Plants Project 19982013, which aimed to help conserve threatened Welsh
plants by providing a scientific basis for their conservation.
This is a fascinating book and highlights the need to
look after the Welsh flora. Some of the plants grow
within nature reserves and some are receiving suitable
management or protection, other critically endangered
species may sadly be lost to Wales and if endemic and
grow nowhere else in the world, become extinct. We are
asked to help by increasing awareness of the plight of
our native flora and by supporting the conservation work
being carried out.
The final section of the book mentions six botanical sites
which are amongst the best in Wales including Snowdonia, the Brecon Beacons and the Gower Peninsula where
some of the 101 rare plants described, as well as many
others, can be seen.
Prue Probert

Faunula Grustensis, the Natural History of the

Parish of Llanrwst:
NHBS John Williams, John R Edmondson, Cambridge
Scholars, 2019. ISBN 9781527538627

This attractive new edition makes a rare book by John
Williams more widely available. Originally published in
Llanrwst in 1830, Faunula Grustensis catalogues the
plants and animals observed in the parish of Llanwrst
during just one season. The botanical information includes plants cultivated in local gardens as well as the
wild flora, with trilingual tables (Welsh, English and Latin)
of plant names according to the Linnaeus classification
system, making this one of the earliest of local floras
published in Wales. John Williams (1801-1859) was a
naturalist and physician born in Llansanffraid, in the
Conwy valley, North Wales. He also provides a description of the agriculture, history and topography of the parish together with a detailed account of local illnesses and
the medicinal use of plants used to treat them.
The new edition reproduces the original and more. The
editor John Edmondson, who is a WHGT Clwyd member,
has provided additional useful content. This includes a
biography of John Williams, the second son of a miller,
who enjoyed a successful and adventurous life; a review
of the early literature on the natural history of the area,
a gazetteer of the localities of plants and animals mentioned in the text, and a bibliography. This publication
is further enhanced by eight full-page colour plates of
plants from Sowerby and Smith's English Botany. This is
a fascinating and interesting publication.
Glynis Shaw

Pretty Maids:Thirty Remarkable Women and the
Flowers Named After Them by Mari Griffith. Foreword by
Alan Titchmarsh, Graffeg Limited. 26 Sep 2019 ISBN:
9781912213856
This book is sold in support of the Caron Keating Foundation, Marie Curie Foundation and Macmillan
Cancer Support and would make a pleasant gift; talking
as it does about plants and the women they are named
after. The book is more of a celebration than an in-depth
exploration. It includes a cross section of prominent
twentieth century women including some notable horticulturalists such as Ellen Wilmott and Gertrude Jekyll as
well as actresses and politicians. The biography sections are compact but informative and among those I
was not particularly familiar with was Elizabeth Casson,
born in Denbigh and a pioneer of occupational therapy.
The plant descriptions vary, for example the magnificent
climbing fuchsia “Lady Boothby” is well described but
Hosta “Lady Isobel Barnett” is discussed in very general
terms, and the description of Paeony Sarah Bernhardt
would benefit from a mention of the huge heavy flower
heads. Cultivation and stockists are included which is a
useful feature and the book is attractively illustrated.
Joanna Davidson
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Congratulations Michael Norman MBE!

Advolly and the BBC

Michael Norman, a longstanding member of WHGT
was honoured in the Queen’s Birthday Honours list for
his volunteer services to heritage. A white elm tree was
planted in the grounds of the Bishop's Palace Abergwili
to celebrate his contribution to the Tywi Gateway project
to reintegrate and restore its gardens and parkland in
partnership with the Carmarthenshire County Museum.
Since retiring from the Royal Tank Regiment Michael
was Project Manager of the restoration project at the
great picturesque landscape at Hafod, Ceredigion
(run in partnership with Forestry Commission Wales),
firstly for the WHGT and then from 1994 for the newly
formed Hafod Trust. Michael also worked to establish the
Penllergare Trust that is conserving and revitalising the
once neglected and vandalised remnants of John Dillwyn
Llewelyn’s secret and magical place at Penllergare
Valley Woods, on the northern outskirts of Swansea, and
campaigned to protect the associated Parc Llewelyn
from inappropriate development.
The highpoint in the nearly 30 years of volunteering in
Welsh parks and gardens was when at Penllergare he
met some teenagers at the iconic waterfall. This is our
place, they called out. In that case please help us to look
after it, was Michael’s reply.
These three major projects originated with the WHGT and
have been supported by the Heritage Lottery Fund.

Congratulations to Advolly Richmond, WHGT trustee,
who presented on Gardeners World at the Painswick
Rococo Garden, Gloucestershire. Advolly described the
landscape where guests used to party hard back in the
18th century.

Farewell Gail

WHGT Council

We are delighted that Auriol, Marchioness of Linlithgow
of Bryngwyn Hall has joined the WHGT Council. Lady
Linlithgow's passion and experience in restoring the
Bryngwyn estate and its garden and park planting will
be invaluable, as will her interest in the arts and Welsh
sculpture in particular.
We are sorry to report that Lawrence Banks CBE VMH DL
Vice President of RHS, Robin Herbert CBE VMH former
WHGT President, and Sara Furse founding member
and for many years Chairman of the Clwyd branch are
retiring from the Council. We wish them all a very happy
retirement and thank them for all their services to WHGT.

In July 2019 we said goodbye to our part-time administrator, Gail Davies on her retirement.
Gail had been dealing with membership applications
and record keeping, as well as general enquiries by
post, email and phone, since September 2012. She
balanced her WHGT duties with her work for the Aberglasney Trust. Many members will recall her friendly
and helpful manner in dealing with their queries over the
phone, and Trust officers found her always reliable as a
source of information and support. We wish her an enjoyable retirement. In a seamless transition her role has
passed to Shylah Turner, whom we warmly welcome.
Opposite: Gail Davies (right) with Jennie Macve, Trust Secretary at Aberglasney.
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Poetry in the garden:Where fragrance, peace and beauty reign (Philip Yorke II)

A view in verse, image by Susanne Gronnow © National Trust

According to Chinese tradition, a garden landscape
without poetry is not complete. Poetry is one of the five
elements, with rocks, architecture, water and plants,
necessary to a Chinese garden. Usually the poems are
presented in calligraphic inscriptions painted on horizontal and vertical plaques or carved into stone.
At Erddig Hall near Wrexham, the National Trust acquired some 30,000 individual items, with the proviso
that none could be thrown away, which is the secondlargest collection in the National Trust, some of which
is stored in the attics. Amongst this collection are 44
printed and typewritten poems written over 200 years by
members of the Yorke family.
In 1977 the National Trust opened Erddig Hall to the
public, but visitors have been welcomed to the gardens
and parkland since the late eighteenth century. After
the landscape designer William Emes had completed
the pleasure grounds, woodlands and water features
in the 1770s, Philip Yorke I (1743–1804) posted a note
on the gates that he desires to acquaint his neighbours
with his expensively developed landscape and they are
extremely welcome to walk in the same for their health
and amusement.
Philip Yorke I began the Erddig tradition of writing doggerel poems to accompany the portraits of their servants
with what he called his crude-ditties. Philip Yorke II
(1849-1922) continued this tradition and wrote numerous
verses describing the park landscape on the 1,200 acre
estate such as:
Bridge in the Park
The brook here through an arch does flow
Into a frothy pool below,
While seeming playfully to act
The part of mighty cataract,
Whence by the foot of wooded hill
It murmurs on, a sparkling rill,--Hasting to welcome, so 'twould seem,
The waters of a second stream,

He also painted verses on wooden boards which were
distributed through the grounds before the relevant view.
These verses show his deep love and appreciation for
the landscape which he wished to share with his visitors.
26 patron: hrh the prince of wales

A few of these boards survive in the Erddig collection
today.
Topographical poetry is a genre that describes, and often praises, a landscape or place. Early examples date
to the late classical period and can be found from the
medieval era and during the Renaissance. John Denham's 1642 poem Cooper's Hill established the genre in
England, which peaked in popularity in the 18th century.
Perhaps Philip Yorke II got the idea from the Ladies
of Llangollen, who nailed similar boards to trees with
literary quotations and poetry in their landscape at Plas
Newydd. In 1861 Plas Newydd was acquired by Philip's
uncle, General John Yorke.
Whilst not the finest of poetry, these verses are charming, personal and informative: For the view seen from the
front of the house:
Yon hill is as Hope Mountain known
(The district there that name does own)
Wherefore this spot Hope View is named
Which for its varied scene is famed.
This lovely prospect may suggest
Thoughts as of perfect peace and rest
Or represent to fancy fond
A vale betwixt; yet hope beyond

A number of verses are about the Clywedog, also known
as the Black Brook, so called because it began in a coal
seam. An example is the verse illustrated in the picture:
...........from Minera's height
'Mid caves of quartz and crystal bright
Thence thro' Plas Power it makes its way
Bounding thro' woods and pasture gay
Tempting the angler by its sound
Tho' scarce a fish therein is found.

These boards are in need of restoration and the originals
could not be re-sited today. Perhaps an app could be
developed for visitors to enjoy a Philip Yorke II tour of the
landscape guided by his poems.
Glynis Shaw

Many thanks to the assistance of Glyn Smith and NT Erddig

PGG STUDY TOUR OF SOUTH WALES 19-23 September
Thirty-two Professional Gardeners' Guild (PGG) members, some from as far afield as Aberdeenshire, Ireland
and Truro, visited nine gardens in South Wales starting
and ending at Bristol Parkway. The gardens ranged in
style and size from 17th century formality to 21st century romance, producing a full cross section of gardens
Wales has to offer included: High Glanau Manor, Allty-bela and Tredegar House in Monmouthshire, Dyffryn
Estate in the Vale of Glamorgan, Aberglasney and the
National Botanic Garden of Wales in Carmarthenshire,
Picton Castle and Dyffryn Fernant in Pembrokeshire
and returned to Bristol via a visit to Dewstow gardens in
Monmouthshire.
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Gaenor Price

Gaenor Price, a long standing member of WHGT died
last June, in her own home, as she wanted, with the view
of her beloved mountains of Snowdonia. Her cancer
was only diagnosed 7 weeks earlier, and she remained
active until the last two weeks of her life, so her loss was
a shock to her family and friends.
We grew to value, rely upon and love Gaenor in the
years that she was on the Gwynedd committee. She
undertook research on our behalf, gave wonderful
lectures which took us beyond the parochial and was the
ultimate voice on grammar, rounding up stray commas
and pruning away any burgeoning floridity of language.
Undertaking an overview of the gardens at Penrhyn
with her a few years ago was an education. It was
the breadth of her knowledge that was humbling.
Her classical education, European travel and garden
research, combined with her experience of working
there as a gardener gave her a unique authoritative
perspective.
She was never one for the conventional way of doing
things so would join us on garden visits and holidays,
making her own way and camping nearby but enriching
each visit with her view of the garden in question.
Gaenor's life had been very varied with many interests
and aspects of this were revealed at her funeral by
friends and family. Much of Gaenor's experience
of European gardens came from her extensive
cycling tours following major rivers and exploring the
surrounding areas.
She was an active sailor, lived on Bardsey, was a peace
activist in Northern Ireland and worked with the disabled
in several rural communities, eventually settling on
Anglesey close to her brother and his family. Gaenor
spent the last 15 years of her working life at Penrhyn
Castle and then became a valuable volunteer at Plas yn
Rhiw. Gaenor was also very funny, loved my dog, hated
Capability Brown, was wonderful company and will be
greatly missed.
Joanna Davidson

WHGT Research Award

It was with great sadness that we learned of the death
of Dr Sheila Roberts this year. Sheila retired to Gwynedd
with her husband Dai about twenty-five years ago, and,
perhaps foolishly, immediately stuck her head above the
parapet, saying that she wanted something to get involved with. Naturally the WHGT was not the only organisation to claim her attention, but she certainly came to
us full of enthusiasm and became one of our most loyal
and active members, serving on the committee, hosting
us, and bringing her knowledge of garden history (and
garden plants) to all our meetings and events.
She was a great help to me personally when I was working on the Cadw/ICOMOS garden register (at the time
she lived within the registered garden at Glynllifon) and
also helped and encouraged my children in various
ways. In a world with more takers than givers, it seems,
Sheila was truly a giver, in every aspect of her life.
Sheila served as Vice Chairman of the National WHGT
( 2004 -2007) and worked very hard as deputy to then
Chairman Michael Tree.
Having just received my Christmas card from Dai I have
today learned something new about her – she was a
talented amateur artist; Dai’s cards this year are printed
from her paintings. Even after her death she is still
enriching our lives.
Margaret Mason

Branch contacts
Brecon & Radnor, Jonathan Reeves
jhwreeves@outlook.com 		

01982 5602015

Carmarthenshire, Judith Holland
whgtcarms@gmail.com 		01558 825992
Ceredigion, Caroline Palmer
carolinepalmer.wales@gmail.com
Clwyd, Dee Jones
dee@valeside.co.uk

01970 615043

		01745 710495

Gwynedd, Olive Horsfall
oandmhorsfall@btinternet.com		

01766 780187

Monmouthshire & Gwent, Merilyn Anderson		

A WHGT 30th anniversary initiative involves establishing
a research fund for Garden History of Wales. One of the
awards will be named after Gaenor Price in recognition
of her work. WHGT will collaborate with The Institute for
the Study of Welsh Estates (ISWE) at Bangor University
in setting set up a bursary scheme to help with research
costs. If any member would like to contribute to this fund
please contact Joanna Davidson:
jo.davidson57@gmail.com
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Dr Sheila Roberts

m.anderson666@btinternet.com		

07870 374974

Pembrokeshire, Stephen Watkins
welshcountrymilk@aol.com

01239 82071

South and Mid Glamorgan, Val Caple
Val.t.caple@care4free.net		 01446 775794
West Glamorgan, Ann Gardner
avbgardner@icloud.com		

01792 290014
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Secretary: Jennie Macve		
Publications: Glynis Shaw		
Planning: Sarah Green			
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WHGT AGM 2020 at Hay Castle 12th September

image courtesy of Hay Castle Trust

AGM 2020 will be on Sept 12, hosted by the Brecon and Radnorshire branch.
Restoration work begun in June 2018 should be completed. The Hay Castle Trust, formed in 2011, have been supported by the Heritage Lottery Fund to preserve this historic site and provide a future of cultural enrichment, educational opportunities and community enjoyment.
Friday September 11
6. 30 The AGM weekend will begin with a drinks party at Pontsioni House, Aberedw, 		
		
Builth Wells LD2 3SQ hosted by Sue and Jonathan Reeves.
Saturday 12 		
11. 00 AGM at Hay Castle followed by talk on the restoration of the castle and a tour round
				the buildings and grounds.
			
1.00
Lunch at Llangoed Hall, Llyswen, Brecon LD3 0YP
			
2.30
Visit to Old Gwernyfed, Velindre, Brecon, Powys, Wales, LD3 0SU to see gardens
				
and the old gateway which is featured in the WHGT logo.
4.00
Sunday 13

		

Visit to New Gwernyfed to see the walled garden and restored Messenger
glasshouses followed by tea.
Visit to Hergest Croft, Kington, Herefordshire, HR5 3EG. Lunch will be available

Ceredigion Branch:
28 March, 2pm Branch AGM followed by lecture: Glynis
Shaw on Gates as decorations for parks and gardens
at Waun Fawr Community Hall, Aberystwyth.

News and Events

For branch programmes please see www.whgt.wales
Also see the WHGT Facebook page.

Welsh Historic Gardens Trust
Aberglasney Gardens, Llangathen, Carms SA32 8QH
admin@whgt.wales 		
01558 668485
Please send any items for the next Bulletin 2020 to:
bulletin@whgt.wales / glynis@castell-photography.co.uk

www.whgt.wales
28 patron: hrh the prince of wales
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